Andy Mapple Pro-Am 2019
Competition Rules
Issued: Friday, 17 May 2019

Pro Am Team Competition
1. Teams
1.1. There will be a maximum 18 teams of 4 as entered or allocated. A Pro will be added to each
team.

2. Pro Skier Allocation
2.1. Each team will choose their Pro from a hat in order of their position after the first 1¼ round
on Friday.
2.2. The selection will take place at the end of skiing on Friday.
2.3. The team with the highest score will choose first.
2.4. A member of each team must be present.

3. Scoring
3.1. The Amateur team score is the best 2 British handicap system scores per person added
together.
3.2. A handicap will be allocated by the calculator / chief judge using information available.
3.3. The Pro Skiers top score will be added to this.

4. Jokers
4.1. Each team will have 2 jokers - one for the 2nd round and one for the 3rd round.
4.2. The Pro Skier choses who will play the jokers.
4.3. When played, if the skier gets within 2 buoys of their handicap, they get 6 extra buoys
(counted for the team score only).
4.4. Both jokers cannot be allocated to the same person.

5. Other
5.1. All boat crew changes will be at the jetty in front of the tower.
5.2. Missed first pass re-runs for low speed skiers will count only to the British League, not the
team competition or rankings list scores.
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Pro and Head-to-Head Competiton
1. Preliminary Rounds
1.1. There will be two preliminary rounds - Skiers must ski in both preliminary rounds to be
considered qualified for the Head-to-Head.
1.2. The best score of the preliminary rounds will be used for seeded position into 8 skier Headto Head, count back to other rounds used for ties, then Elite/IWWF rankings list.
1.3. The start order will be in reverse Elite Rankings List Order, followed by IWWF Rankings List
for skiers not in Elite list. The start line length is 14.25m.
1.4. The 2nd boat starts after the 50 second (or agreed set down time) for the first pass, from the
timer from the 1st boat, notified by radio. For the next pass and subsequent passes timing to
be agreed at the Pro Skiers meeting before the event.

2. Head to Head as per 17.01 in IWWF Rule Book
2.1. Head to Head ordering is as per the diagram posted, which is as per the IWWF Rule Book,
with the exception that the top 4 seeds will pick from the 5-8 seeds who they want to ski
against, starting with seed 1. Head to Head placements for tied positions to go on count
back as above
2.2. First round head to head is start line length 13m, following rounds 12m
2.3. The higher seed of the pairing chooses boat or position (1st or 2nd), lower seed chooses the
other. (Higher seed determined from head to head seeding).
2.4. The 2nd skier has to beat the 1st skier to win the pairing (no draws).
2.5. The 2nd boat starts after 50 second countdown timer from 1st boat, notified by radio.
2.6. Losing skiers in a pairing are placed according to their Head to Head seeding.
2.7. All Pro rounds will be run on petrol.
2.8. The Head-to-Head competition will be judged using a judge on the far tower (No Boat
Camera).
2.9. These rules are subject to change. Any changes will be notified on the official Notice Board.
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